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The feature Title Description features the Chat Player Vocalizer Menu/Bind Key Add Laser Look gives the surviving laser sight !upgrade_add bill laser_sight scripted_user_func upgrade_add,bill,bill,laser_sight Endless update for ammunition explosives, incendiary ammunition, etc! ! infinite_upgrade explosive_ammo
scripted_user_func infinite_upgrade explosive_ammo Remove Laser Vision Remove Surviving Laser Sight !upgrade_remove Bill laser_sight scripted_user_func upgrade_remove, laser_sight Add Explosive Ordnance Gives Explosive Ordnance Survivor!upgrade_add Bill explosive_ammo scripted_user_func
upgrade_add, explosive_ammo Remove Explosive Ordnance Survivor!upgrade_remove Bill explosive_ammo scripted_user_func upgrade_remove explosive_ammo Add Incendiary ammo survivor incendiary ammunition !upgrade_add bill incendiary_ammo scripted_user_func upgrade_add,Bill,incendiary_ammo Remove
incendiary ammunition Remove Surviving Incendiary Ammunition!upgrade_remove Bill incendiary_ammo scripted_user_func upgrade_remove,Bill,incendiary_ammo Stagger Survivor Forward!stagger Bill scripted_user_func Reeling, Bill Stagger survivor from reeling survivor from player That caused the team!stagger bill
away scripted_user_func stagger, and away spawn survivors in your scripted_user_func team! Survivor, Bill Spawn survivor L4D1 caviar survivors left 4 dead 1 on left 4 dead 2 !l4d1_survivor bill scripted_user_func l4d1_survivor, bill set deadlines to set deadlines in the game, To slow down or fast !timescale 2.0
scripted_user_func timeline,2.0 Play music box start sound music boxes in the game !sound Jukebox.re_your_brains scripted_user_func sound,Jukebox.re_your_brains Stop Box music stop the sound music boxes in the game !sound stop scripted_user_func sound, Stop the warp survivors teleport survivors to your
position !warp bill scripted_user_func strain, bill Warp_here survivors teleport survivors in the crosshairs !warp_here bill scripted_user_func warp_here, to safely teleport survivors at the end of the saferoom! warp_saferoom bill scripted_user_func warp_saferoom, the bill spawn gun generates a gun in place of your
crosshairs!weapon gun scripted_user_func weapon, The Spawn's Endless Point Spawn homemade bomb in place of your crosshairs !weapons pipe_bomb 0 scripted_user_func weapons, pipe_bomb.0 Spawn point spawning pipe bombs in place of your crosshairs, allowing only one Survivor to pick up his !weapon
pipe_bomb 1 scripted_user_func weapons,pipe_bomb.1 Caviar infected special caviar in place of the desired infected in place of your desired. !z_spawn tank 1 scripted_user_func z_spawn, tank,1 Spawn Riot zombies desired total infected in your crosshairs. !zombie riot 5 scripted_user_func zombies, riot,5 Caviar
Common infected caviar of this infected model in your crosshairs. !zombies common_male_tshirt_cargos 10 scripted_user_func zombies, common_male_tshirt_cargos.10 Turn On Bash allows the opportunity to be able to Bash !bash include bill scripted_user_func bash, include, Bill Disable Bash disables the possibility
of melee bash !bash disable bill scripted_user_func bash, disconnect, Bill Limit Bash Limits the possibility of melee bash !bash limit bill scripted_user_func bash, limit, bill chase and attack Bill! Chase Bill scripted_user_func Chase, Bill Target Organization !use Bill scripted_user_func use, Bill Say Send a message to all
N/A players scripted_user_func say Hi Clean removes all generated faces from the card !cleanup scripted_user_func clearing The Final Force Finals to begin !finale start scripted_user_func finale, Start Finale Rescue Forces finale to arrive !finale scripted_user_func, Rescue Director Start renews infected spawning
!director start scripted_user_func director, director stop-stops Infected from spawning !director stop scripted_user_func director, stop freezing player !freeze bill scripted_user_func freeze, Bill Speed change the speed of the player !speed bill 2 scripted_user_func speed, bill,2 Noclip noc scripted_user_func lip ,bill Netprop
to change NetProp values organizations !netprop bill m_bIsOnThirdStrike 1 scripted_user_func netprop,bill,m_bIsOnThirdStrike.1 in: Testing is necessary, left 4 dead, Games Mechanics Edit Share console is a feature of many games that can be used to change some elements of the game. In Left 4 Dead and Left 4



Dead 2, it can be activated in the Options menu (go to the Keyboard/Mouse option, then turn on the developer's Allow console option), and then display by pressing the tilde. Valve has a quick type feature in its consoles that allows you to quickly input commands. Please note that the key used to access the developer's
console may differ in the uns up. Keyboard layouts for example, a standard UK keyboard layout uses a tilde key (left of the Escape key 1 and below). You can edit the config file in your game directory directly. The file is under the lt;left installation of the directory and left4dead - 'gt; cfg -'gt; config.cfg Just open the file with
the text editor of your choice and customize it to your needs. Another workaround for non-U.S. Keyboard layouts - Finnish in particular - is to switch to a U.S. keyboard layout, start a game, open the console and dialing a tie x toggleconsole, where x is what key you want to tie the command and then switch back to your
own language. If you can't open the console by changing the location of the keyboard, click the right button on Left 4 Dead 2 in the Steam library, click the properties, click Set The Startup Settings... Then enter the console in the box. Switch-to-key binding bypasses Steam Cloud settings Choose the key on a familiar
keyboard. The console key you select may not work in the lobby or launch menu, but it should work in the game. sv_cheats edit source sv_cheats the console variable is a left;left/left-gt; team for many of the game-changing teams found in the left 4 Dead series (including other Valve games such as Half-Life). In the Left
4 Dead series, by setting sv_cheats to 1, most teams are then recognized by the game. It was with sv_cheats one that most of the exploits were found by users in the demo during its pre-order era. Turning on cheats doesn't unlock achievements. This includes Grind Advances, which are achievements based on your
lifetime performance (i.e. killing 5,359 zombies in Crash Course) and any other achievements that uses counter-systems to acquire (i.e. collect 10 Boomer bile bombs from dead CEDA agents) as well, so that anyone infected with cheats included will not expect to be genocide zombie or any similar achievement. Even
when switched off, the achievements are still off. Only restarting a particular game will allow for achievements. Achievements can still be earned through an online game as long as cheats have never been included on this server. Unfortunately, the inclusion of cheats in Left 4 Dead 2 is more difficult than in the previous
game. Cheats should be included in the main menu before the game starts, and even then you have to use the command card to download the game with the cheats included - launching a local server through any of the lobbies will disable the cheats. An annotated list of commands, edit the source of the editing Knowing
that all teams are not as good as knowing what they are doing. Here's what each command does and its default. Important things to know about your cheat console: Some commands require you to be the host of the game (such as sv_cheats). It is assumed that you have cheats included for the commands described in
this section. If you turn on the cheats, turn them off, many settings are discarded! The console can automatically execute commands, making it inefficient to enter more than it needs to; Just in a few letters and then hit the up/down arrows. Teams can be chained. Example: sv_cheats 1; z_spawn boomer; z_spawn hunter;
z_spawn smoker; z_spawn crowd; sv_cheats 0; allow cheats, spawn a boomer, a hunter, a smoker, a horde, and then turn off the cheats, all in that order. You can store your commands in the autoexec.cfg file that you create in a text editor, like Notepad (Notepad is recommended for this) and place it in the zlt;steam set
catalog)/steamapps/common/left 4 dead/left4dead/cfg. While there is no need to store it in the autoexec file, this will automatically allow you to execute commands saved when the server starts. You can also run a specific config file, such as die.cfg, by typing exec die into the console. If you're not sure if you're thinking
about writing the command correctly, just in-head the first set of letters you know and click Tab. The list will appear below the input field, listing each command, starting with what you just typed in. Tap the Tab to get the loop through Command. Knocklip edit the source of the noklip (disables collision and physics, allows
you to fly through walls and in air around the map.) sv_noclipspeed (set how fast you move when the noklip is turned on) God's mode edit edit source God 1 Survivors are completely invincible. Survivors will not take any damage, and will not slow down special infected attacks. The only real way to lose is somehow to
leave everything hanging on the ledge. Note: If a survivor has fallen from a ledge, or pinned somewhere out of reach, use warp_all_survivors_here to rescue them. Buddha is something like godmode in that you can't die, but you still get damage. However, if you are not the last survivor alive, you will still be incapacitated
according to the usual gameplay. If you do, then whenever you take a hit that would deplete your health, it will be dumped to 10 instantly, thereby protecting you from death or disability. However, sometimes it can still kill after taking damage, not just incapacitation or restored HP. Stopping the Apocalypse (edit the editing
source) Using this code will stop the Director from spawning any Infected. You can explore the level without fighting. director_stop To start the director again, bring in director_start Note: This code will not de-spawn any living special infected. Note: Infected in the design of the card will continue to spawn, including the
witch's bride in Riverbank, the witches in the sugar mill, the tank in the train carriage in the docks, and each tank during the finale. The witch lets you get close ... a little edit source and z_witch_anger_rate 0.2 Installing it below allows you to get to it without hitting it so quickly. Prop Spawner (edit the editing source)
cl_precacheinfo modelprecache This team gives you an extended list of items. Once you choose what you want, you should put it after the following: prop_dynamic_create / creates props with the potential of animation prop_physics_create / creates props with gravity, mass and collision properties Select your Survivor
'edit source' type sb_takecontrol to switch between survivors. Entering this command by looking at another Survivor will switch to this one. If there are no survivors in the crosshairs, he will choose the nearest one to him. Put the name of the Survivor bot after the command to go to this Survivor; for example,
sb_takecontrol zoe will allow you to control zoey. In addition, in the online gameplay you can change the designated Survivor when joining the game, opening the console and putting in: jointeam 2 Can also do so when in the middle of the game, you just need to change your view of the viewer: spectate jointeam 2
Spawn Infected (edit source) These commands can be used for the name of the bot. z_spawn tank z_spawn witch z_spawn boomer z_spawn smoker z_spawn hunter z_spawn common, z_spawn, z_spawn hordes (first two teams One common infected; the latter gives birth to an horde.) z_spawn crowd (Mobs last a lot
longer than a normal horde) Removing the infected edit source To remove special, use command kick, qlt/name/gt; by the special name in question. For example, if the jockey rode on you and you are a lone player, the type of kick jockey and he will magically disappear. It also works for your fellow survivors - the type of
punch Francis is to see a biker dude disappear, just with his weapons and any other items he carried as the only proof of his existence. This team does not work for witches or general infected. To tie a few strokes with a key, it's safer to use the waiting team between strike teams. i.e. tie the K kick tank; Waiting Boomer's
blow; Waiting Smoker's kick; Waiting Kick Hunter This stops each team from performing at once, instead he waits for at least one shot before disassembling the next team. Spawning more than one of the same Infected Specials makes their names go to the 20-year list, starting without a number. For example: Hunter (1)
Hunter (2)Hunter (3)Hunter When you try to kick a hunter and it does not work, there may be more than one hunter on the map. Note: For some reason, if you throw gall bombs at a bunch of force spawned uncommons, they will start pushing rather than hitting each other like when you stab one with a weapon. Also, if
you throw gall bombs at Jimmy Gibbs Jr., the purple aura stays on him even after the effects have disappeared, thereby illuminating it through the walls. Counter Strike: Weapon Source (edit source editing) Type: give in the console and then the names of the items will be displayed. Give smg_mp5 give sniper_awp give
sniper_scout know rifle_sg552 that they won't do any damage what it is until you reboot the card. Custom Melee Weapons Edit Source These are melee weapons that are either made by individual authors or can be found in some custom campaigns such as Suicide Blitz 2, Bloody Tracks, Left 4 Evil Dead, Necropolis,
Kink, Death Mountain, Deathcraft II, Atonement II, Dark Forest, Mellow Manor, Farewell Chenming, Session 9, Bloody Moors, Blood Moors, Death Some of them are part of the cards hidden in the card files, or can be downloaded as standalone VPKs. give aetherpickaxe to give aethersword to give helms_anduril give
bamboo to give a barnacle to give the woodbat give the daxe to give the bigoronsword to give the gloves to give the b_brokenbottle give a bottle to give a chair2 to give weapon_chalice give 2_handed_concrete computer_keyboard give concrete1 to give concrete2 to give a decustic give custom_ammo_pack give
dsshovel to give dsword electric_guitar2 give electric_guitar4 electric_guitar3 give a guitar give enchsword to give firetongue give the fishingrod to give bnc to give weapon_morgenstern give b_foamfinger a fubar to give the gbar give gman to give the gaxe to give the gpickaxe give the gshovel give guandao give
helms_hatchet you give bt_sledge give combat_knife give hylianshield give iaxe give i give i give ipickaxe give this call to give katana2 give a name to give the kitchen_knife to give a mic b_legbone give legosword to give lightsaber to give m72law to give mace2 mace2 Thrower give flamethrower give mastersword to give
a hammer to the mirrorshield to give the weapon_sof give a mop to give mop2 to give the silencer to give the nailbat to give the sh2wood to give helms_orcrist give bt_nail the lobo to give the lobo to give the scup to give a peep Vehammer give a bow to give riotshield to give the rockax to give the pot to give
weapon_shadowhand give the shoe to give the slasher to give the spchyaxe to give the sshovel a word to give helms_sting give longsword to give syringe_gun give tireiron give tonfa_riot give btorch to give trashbin to give vampires to give a wand to give wargodblessing to give helms_sword_and_shield give a water
pipe to give the wax to give the wpshovel to give wsword give a wrench to give the hand to give a leg to the demo weapon except for a grenade launcher : Give the autoshotgun to give hunting_rifle give the health to give the rifle to give the gun to give a shotgun to give pain_pills give first_aid_kit give pipe_bomb
hammers to give vomitjar to give propanatancan to give the gascan ent_create weapon_grenade_launcher In the full game , Grenade Launcher can be spawned through to give command, as with other weapons, but because the grenade launcher should never have been available in the demo, it should be created using
the ent_create as shown above. Drops (edit the source of editing) Need to drop a homemade bomb or Molotov instantly, damn the consequences? This will give rise to an armed homemade bomb or Hammers at your feet. You can work when you try these. Fire / Throw Molotov into the center of the character, lighting you
up in flames, so move fast booming / Throw a pipe bomb into the center of the character, ready to explode How many zombies would you like? (edit and edit source) By default, the game limits the number of zombies drawn at any given time. You can get around this limit to get a really outrageous amount of zombies and
also make you crash. z_common_limit 30 Now, how can we get a director to give us more zombie mobs in a random time? z_mob_spawn_min_interval_expert 90 z_mob_spawn_max_interval_expert 180 z_mob_spawn_min_size 10 z_mob_spawn_max_size 30 Still not hard enough?... Maybe you need a mega-mob!
z_mega_mob_spawn_min_interval 420 z_mega_mob_spawn_max_interval 900 z_mega_mob_size 50 Is All Good and Good, but what about those smaller zombies that just stand still, waiting for you to shoot them? Wouldn't it be more stressful if they always moved in on you? z_must_wander 0 z_acquire_far_range
2500 z_acquire_far_time 5 z_acquire_near_range 200 z_acquire_near_time 0.5 Well if you got this far, you'll need more boss zombies. This controls the time in seconds between the spawning boss and the maximum number of bosses that can be generated at any given time: z_special_spawn_interval 45
z_exploding_limit 1 z_gas_limit 1 z_hunter_limit 1 z_minion_limit 3 / This limits the total number of special infected survivors at this point in time to 3, no matter what combination that may be. If you set a limit 3 to 6, maybe, in a pinch, 6 special infected survivors at one time. It's time. Since the limits for each particular type
are set to 1, you couldn't get more than 1 boomer, 1 hunter, and 1 smoker. Similarly, if you turned the hunter/smoker/boomer limits all from 1 to 2, but left the minion limit at 3, you can still only have 3 specials alive at one time, but you could end up with 2 hunters and smokers, or 2 boomers and hunter, etc... Turning the
minion limit to 6 and then each individual limit to 2 theoretically will allow you to have 2 boomers on the field at the same time as with 2 hunters and 2 smokers all running around, although it is possible that the slot is reserved for the tank. Is it still missing zombies? Well, then, it's time to panic (A.K.A., mega-mob on
demand)! director_force_panic_event still alive there? Try this: director_panic_forever 1 But if you like to beat the crap out of each one, Try it as well: STEP 1: z_common_limit 400 z_special_spawn_interval 45 z_exploding_limit 1 z_gas_limit 1 z_hunter_limit 1 z_minion_limit 9 z_spawn mob z_spawn / You'll be
overwhelmed by a lot of infected if you try this Note: Of course, not having too many zombies at the same time can slow down your computer or even crash it (or your game). Now if you're still alive after this madness, then combine the last 2 teams. Try to survive the entire campaign without any other cheats and game
breaking mods. No more lifeguards (edited by source editing) Don't like the fact that the dead aren't dead? Fix it! Variable rescue_distance controls how far your teammates must go beyond your dead corpse before you can be rescued. Set up to minus one to rule out what ever happens. The second variable,
rescue_min_dead_time, controls how many seconds it must take after death before coming up for reincarnation. Set on -1 to rule out this possibility. rescue_distance 4500 rescue_min_dead_time 60 Bite Me 'edit source' What if an infected can kill you with one bite? hunter_pz_claw_dmg 10 z_pounce_damage 5 / There
is a delay of 1 second, When a teammate can shoot him down and you don't take that damage tongue_choke_damage_amount 10 z_hit_from_behind_factor 0.5 / If a zombie hits you in the back, multiplies the damage done z_witch_damage 100 environmental and unknown damage modifiers: inferno_damage 40 /
Damage per second when getting inflamed survivor_extra_damage_ammo_factor 1.25 / Appears to multiply the total amount of friendly fire damage. At zero, it doesn't cause any damage even to the expert, although decimal with many places will still do a good piece with Auto Shotgun. It doesn't seem to change the
damage at all. TODO: Check out this over z_gun_damage 10 a.m. / Melee damage done to doors, boxes, and the like, but not infected walk or sprint? Don't like the fact that you have key walking instead of sprint key? Set this variable on something as funny as 5000... survivor_walk_speed 85 / For the help base, the
speed is 210, and the basic infected speed 250 is still not fast enough? Use the following: enter and exit the action faster than the speed of light. REQUIRED: You have to be the master of the game warp_all_survivors_here / Warping all survivors to the cursor player warp_all_survivors_to_battlefield / Warp deformation
of all survivors on the battlefield warp_all_survivors_to_checkpoint / Deformation of all survivors at the exit checkpoint warp_all_survivors_to_finale / Deformation of all survivors on the final radio warp_far_survivor_here / Teleport far from Survivor to your position of the cursor warp_to_start_area / maybe no friends is a bit
sharp, but it will help you when you need a little Versus and have nothing to play with. sv_cheats 1 sb_all_bot_team 1 sb_unstick 0 / stops teleportation bots vs_max_team_switches 99 chooseteam / or use M or any key that you have assigned to change the command mp_gamemode vs. Do note that Survivor Bots will
walk around the stage well enough but can get hung up when it comes to pressing certain buttons or leaving certain areas. Just switch commands again, reach your goal, and switch back. Please note that the card you are playing is still a co-op card and may end prematurely as soon as both teams have played through.
To avoid this, vote to change campaigns to download the Versus version of the cards. NOTE: This hoax has been corrected. To do this, you need to enter the sv_cheats 1; mp_gamemode's against it. Then you have to finish the level and you will switch commands afterwards. If you want AI to play with you, enter
mp_gamemode chicken coop. AI will spawn other infected people to play with you. They won't make better decisions and you'll probably only have one killing anyone. You can also play survival mode, survival mp_gamemode. You can't use this method for Left 4 Dead 2 mp_gamemode it's not recognized by the
developer's console. You have to enter the name of the Versus card. For example, to play Versus mode in the hotel, you need to enter the c1m1_hotel Versus card. This will allow you to play Versus throughout the campaign. The switch team is also unrecognizable, so you have to enter the vs_maxteamswitches and
then set it on something as big as the 999. Often you'll appear on the second or third card on the wrong team, so you can still switch. Sometimes, you even spawn as a spectator. You'll have all your AI teammates, unlike the first left 4 dead, where playing against yourself meant yourself. NOTE: Surviving bots will not
leave the safe room unless you enter the sb_all_bot_team 1. They will move through the level very quickly, but they won't sit in a safe room for hours. NOTE: With the release of The Sacrifice, the sb_all_bot_team team is no longer recognized in Left 4 Dead 2 and has been renamed sb_all_bot_game, which will only with
the option of command line No. allow_all_bot_survivor_team 1. It's not a console team. You can add this by clicking the right button on the game in Steam by selecting properties by clicking launch options, and add it there. NOTE: If they all don't work, try this: sv_cheats 1 sb_all_bot_team 1 sb_all_bot_game 1 If it
doesn't work: director_no_human_zombies 0 director_force_versus_start then hit the key change command (M by default). You can choose if you want to be infected or Survivor. Survival mode (edited editing source) Playing survival mode on one player is simple enough; it doesn't even require cheats. Map (map)
Survival /alternative, mp_gamemode survival; Map (map) LAN games edit source To play offline on the local network (works with Steam offline, and you only need one Steam account) Set the launch option - console Run the game on the server and customers on the server, lift the console (me) and enter: sv_lan 1
sv_allow_lobby_connect_only 0 card then without hitting after entering the card, you will see a list of available cards. Entering the first letter of the card name will give you more choice. Wait until the game starts to vote for the level of difficulty you want. Entering net_start to test IP on customers, bring up the console and
enter the following, replacing IP_ADDRESS with LAN IP address servers: connect IP_ADDRESS Bile/Rock Target Practice edit source Let's face it, you know your parents know it, your dog knows it: Puking and throwing hard as hell to master. These are a few simple commands that you can use 5 minutes a day 3 times
a week that will make you a sexy puking/throwing wizard, you know, just like these workout ads. Basic sv_cheats 1 / You will need this for all l4d_airport03_garage Versus card teams / This level provides an extremely good practice environment, but you have to try other cards, too sb_all_bot team 1 / Without this, the
game will be closed because there are no players in the other team sb_stop 1 / Without this, survivors will be putting in the way of your game; Best of all put this cheat up to sb_all_bot_game 1 Rock throw practice z_spawn tank z_tank_rock_debug 1 a/ Creates a small cube where your rock hits, helps get an idea of
where your throws land z_tank_throw_interval 1 a... Makes the delay between throws not there; Just don't get used to throwing stones like a submachine gun z_spawn boomers/ They provide excellent targeted practice of Bile practice z_spawn boomer z_vomit_debug 1 ... Like z_tank_rock_debug 1, only he creates lines
to show where to puke hitboxes travel. In other words, shows where you barf) z_vomit_interval 1 / What progress do you expect to make just puke every half minute? Now you can do it every second. Again, don't get used to puking like submachine gun lighting (edit source editing) Pitch Black Mode edit source Unplug
white fog background to play the game without the unreal lighting effect. It was the original way the game was designed Development Team: Left 4 Dead takes place in a variety of dimly lit night environments. Because of this, play testers could not see the silhouettes of zombies in the middle of the earth and and
Because of this, they repeatedly got mobbed. While sudden zombie attacks were undeniably scary, they are also frustrated-players not getting the information needed to respond. They wanted them to come! Moment and we didn't give them. Light fog. While this is not as realistic as the actual fog in some settings, it
meant that the game's testers could see the attackers from a distance. Once they were able to anticipate the attack, the play testers began to have a much better time. sv_cheats 1 fog_override 1 fog_enable 0 But be sure to use it wisely in L4D2 - turning off the fog somehow also disables the rendering of water, leaving
empty space wherever it used to be wet - not recommended for swamp fever and hard rain! Full-Lit mode (default, if there are no lighting entities on the map) (edit the editing source) If you want to explore the map in full daylight mode: mat_fullbright 1 TextureLess Mode (edit the editing source) Want to see something
else? Try using mat_fullbright 2 for size! No models in the game will be textured, this is not counting the eyes of your Survivor mates. Also, if you want to use a flashlight to see the difference between daylight and normal map lighting, use the following commands: r_flashlightconstant 1 / Choose permanent fading instead
of linear or square light. r_flashlightfov 179 / the default is 53 degrees cone. r_flashlightfar 9999 Taking screenshots (edit the editing source) to hide the crosshairs and other overlay items: sv_cheats 1 hidehud 4 0 is back to normal. 2 and 3 switches of certain items to turn on/off. Even if it doesn't look like you can change
the weapon, cl_drawhud 0 can help you more. Change the name of the player (edit the editing source) This allows the player to use a name different from the name Steam. setinfo name example This allows the name change to be linked to the key as well. In addition, it is temporary and only lasts in the game you are in
until it is finished or you leave. To use names that have spaces in them, surround it all in quotes, so if you want an example of a name as a temporary name, you would enter: setinfo name Example Name Kill edit source Do you want to end your brutal life or stuck somewhere and want to go into caviar mode? Just take
the kill in the console and you will die instantly. Is there a player who is currently hurting the world? Then kill the player's name. But it must match the player's name/NPC case; so to kill Bill, you're going to kill Bill. A side note is that you don't need to print the entire name; Kill Louis, for example, you can just enter kill L and
your job is done. It won't work if someone else has an L at the beginning of their name, so just go until the line of name is unique. Note that this is not effective when the hordes of the tank spawn, so try to kick the tank instead. Note: Applies only in Left 4 Dead 1: Using this code on Boomers won't cover cover around
him/her in Bile, nor a stumble of anyone standing too close. An error in L4D2 forced players to commit suicide if they use kill N (For example, when killing Nick, the player dies instead, even if they are not Nick himself, and this trick also seems to work if the anti-match lets cheats and you play like any of the infected.)
Replacing Kill on the Explosion works too. Respawn (edited source editing) Enter respawn if you want to live again. In addition, you can enter respawn_all to resurrect bots and other dead players. Third person (edit source editing) Tired of first-person vision? Want a better look at this scratch on the back of Bill's shirt?
Hang in the third person, or if you like it, like Gears of War/Resident Evil/Mass Effect, hang out to get a look off your shoulder. Third person thirdpersonshoulder Note: By default, the crosshairs in third-person mode are not aligned properly, so all your shots will go either left or right from the cursor, depending on the
distance. The next code will solve this problem; c_thirdpersonshoulderoffset 0 c_thirdpersonshoulderaimdist 720 c_thirdpersonshoulderdist 40 c_thirdpersonshoulderheight 20 cam_ideallag 0 What if only your beard starts to turn? This article needs to be tested. You can help Left 4 Dead Wiki by experimenting with
gameplay and then changing it. Ignite yourself (edit the source of editing) Team Burn gives you a fire pad under the screen and the ability to ignite mobile devices just by jumping on them. It is best to use in a combo with the hunter as it gives you extra damage. This command doesn't do itself any damage. People start
talking (edit the source of the editing) Type Vocalize Response to get your character talking. Most people have been seen as (more) using Vocalize Playerdeath. Almost all teams for this team start with a player. An update on February 19, 2010 disabled this command for Left 4 Dead 2, but it's still available in the original.
This does not require the use of sv_cheats 1. Some players have made their own radial voice menus (x and z key commands) as a supplement in order to still have this feature in Left 4 Dead 2. No Special Infected (edit source editing) Enter: director_no_specials 1. In the final, there may still be certain specials that will
still spawn however, you can get rid of them by kicking them. For example, hit a tank or hit a hunter, you can tie the team's kick key, so when they appear, press the key you tied it and they will disappear, out of sight, out of sight. Endless ammo edit source To have endless grenades, ammunition, or chainsaw fuel, just
enter the console Sv_infinite_ammo 1. Or, if you just want it for your main weapon, believe 1 Items (edit source) To visually see all the items that have spawned (yellow) and that could spawn on the map (white), use director_debug_scavenge_items 1 General AI Status (edit source) To see the general status of the AI
manager (director), (director), director_debug 1 Left 4 Dead 2 Teams (edit the editing source) To activate the cheats in Left 4 Dead 2, run the card using the map command. Achievements will be off, however. Most of the teams from Left 4 Dead work in Left 4 Dead 2, but some have been removed: team_desired
survivors_walk_speed If you're using the z_spawn mob team in Left 4 Dead 2, some of the unusual infected that appear at this level will be mixed with the usual Common Infected. The new weapon in Left 4 Dead 2 can be purchased with the following commands. Since all the original Left 4 Dead weapons appear in Left
4 Dead 2, you can spawn all of them (except the M1911 pistol, which has been replaced by P220s and Glocks!) NOTE: Some melee weapons can only be generated in some campaigns. For example, Crowbars can't be generated in Swamp Fever unless you edit text files in the game catalog to be able to do so. give
weapon_grenade_launcher a way: Some people you may have to rely on the ent_create weapon_grenade_launcher to give rifle_desert a... Gives the battle rifle to give rifle_ak47 give pistol_magnum give shotgun_chrome give shotgun_spas give sniper_military give smg_silenced vomitjars / Bile bomb to give a
defibrillator to give electric_guitar give the machete to give frying_pan give the katana to give rifle_m60 you can also use the console to give your weapon. upgrade_add LASER_SIGHT upgrade_add explosive_ammo upgrade_add INCENDIARY_AMMO Explosive munitions can be modified with the following commands.
Installing one of the teams strength too high will lead to a failure in the game. upgrade_explosive_bullet_force a second weapon, except shotguns upgrade_explosive_slug_force / Explosive force for shotguns upgrade_show_explosive_ammo_radius / Change to 1 results in the sphere being displayed whenever a shot of
explosives, showing its area of activity Special infected new left 4 Dead 2 can also be spawned: z_spawn spit z_spawn jockey z_spawn charger Play any mutation edit the source the following team will allow you to play any of the detected mutations. Mutation map /replace with the number: The Last Man on Earths
Headshot! Mutation3 - Mutation from Bleeding4 - Hard Eight mutation5 - Four mezechsmen mutation6 - Nothing mutation7 - Mutation chainsaw 8 - mutation Iron Man9 - The Last Dwarf on Earth Mutation10 - Room for one zlt;map file name q11 - Healthpackalypse! mutation12 - Realism vs. Mutation13 - Follow the
Liter14 mutation - mutation Gib Fest15 - Mutation vs. Survival16 - Mutation Hunting Party17 - Mutation of the Lone Arrow18 - Bleeding vs. Mutation19 - Taaannnkk! 20 - Healing Gnome Community1 - Special Delivery Community2 - Influenza Season Community3 - Riding My Survivor Community4 Community
Nightmare5 - Death Door Community6 - Confogl Recommended that sb_all_bot_game set at 1 if you play a competitive mutation alone as the game will be switched off due to the lack of a zlt/map/gt; Realism Mode (edited editing source) As in survival mode, playing in single-game realism mode in Left 4 Dead 2 mode,
looks like this: map (map) of Realism Force Uncommon zombies (edit source) Type z_forcezombiemodelname common_male_ (Infected);z_forcezombiemodel 1;z_spawn Replace (Infected) with names below: ceda - Hazmat CEDA zombies from Dead Center. Jimmy and Jimmy Gibbs are zombies from the last level of
the Dead Center. fallen_survivor - Fallen Survivor of The Passage. clowns and clowns from the Dark Carnival. dirt and dirt of men from swamp fever. riot and riot cops from the parish. working and working out of the hard rain. If you use Fallen Survivor, you can use them: z_fallen_kill_supress_time 1 z_fallen_max_count
30 Full Commands List (edit the editing source) See: Full list of console commands Also, don't forget to tie; Use this to do madness, such as: tie the g z_spawn tank With this, every time you push the G, you will spawn a tank. However, keep in mind that the default limit of Special Infected is four (not counting tanks or
witches), so if there are already four special infected-generated director, you can't breed anymore. Infected directors must be killed before more can be generated. Do bots copy your actions, like the Follow the Leader effect? You can then manipulate the actions of your CPU-controlled allies and The Special Infected
processor that can be played in Versus mode. Every move you make will be followed by these bots, thereby denying their functionality to A.I. They all apply with the command console bot_mimic 1 Team is quite self-evident - every move you make affects the movement of the bots, you shoot, the bots shoot (in the case of
Special Infected, using their special abilities is equivalent to shooting), you go ahead, they also go ahead. This is a strategy if you want to direct the actions of the bots around you. For example, when you're ridden by a jockey, this console team lets you control both your player and the jockey yourself! When this command
is enabled, the human player cannot use items, pick up weapons, etc. (deactivating the use key), it is up to him to direct the bots to the items, since they can do so instead. Testing the required Left 4 Dead Game Mechanics Community content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Noted. left 4
dead 2 admin system mod. left 4 dead 2 admin system not working. left 4 dead 2 how to use admin system. left 4 dead 2 workshop admin system. descargar admin system para left 4 dead 2. left 4 dead 2 admin system menu
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